This book is designed for use in undergraduate courses. The whole field of bacteriology is considered, without undue weight on any particular subdivision, in an attempt to give the student a broad and sound knowledge of the subject as a branch of science in itself, rather than as merely a tool useful in other sciences.
The book is logically arranged, concisely and readably written, and well illustrated. It should serve admirably as an introduction to general bacteriology, although its elementary nature should be stressed. The material presented is designed to apply specifically to those papers intended for publication in the Journal of Hygien and Parasitology, but the life of editors generally would be made much easier if authors could but master the rules here offered. It is true that in many instances American authors and editors would not care to follow in detail the style recommended, but the basic principles apply to all. Not only are the mechanical aspects of preparation described, but the specific examples illustrating usage, good and bad, if followed would surely lead to presentations far less cumbered with those ambiguities characteristic of much writing upon scientific subjects.
